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ABSTRACT

FYP 1 :

Beirut, a fragmented city //
The Bridge, Urban connector/seperator //
The Roundabout, a new frontier //
The Van, a horizontal link //
The Infiltration //
Moving forward: Al Aytam //

FYP 1 :

“Can architecture be a horizontal link from polarization 

towards confrontation ?

How can we create opportunities of Interface ?”

How to generate a city that is not in conflict but no one ?”

The goal would be to find ways in which people can interact and live with 

each other without necessarily agreeing with each other. 

Creating opportunities of interface, encounters, and 

confrontation, allows us to understand the dynamics behind interaction in 

a fragmented, conflict-filled city.

FYP 2 :

A Short Introduction 
On-The-Go as a cultural Element
Wardieh X...
Wardieh X Badaro
Wardieh X Hareit Hreik
Wardieh Kit
Wardieh Business Plan

FYP 2 :

Rethinking the gas station in the urban realm!
On-the-go proposes a kit to Wardieh holdings, by creating this kit the 
aim is to utilize the gas station, 
a non-pretentious necessary service provider, into 
creating more spaces for people to interact. Repurposing the Gas 
station as cultural urban horizontal link.
The Kit acts as base for Wardieh and its future 
collaborators to customize and shape the spaces as they wish. 
The structure, spaces, circulation and advertisements are ever 
changing depending on site and program.
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WARDIEH
ON-THE-GO

An station for all your daily needs

WARDIEH HOLDINGS



By Tamara Salloum
FYP II - 2020
Karim Najjar

Repurposing the Gas station as cultural urban 
horizontal link

Rethinking the Gas station in the urban realm, 
creating a network of stations that are connected.

Looking into the role of Gas Station as an anchor in 
Urban context (social, political, cultural unifying)
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A Short Introduction
Why On-The-Go?
Wardieh X.............
Wardieh X Badaro
Wardieh X Hareit Hreik
Wardieh kit
Wardieh Business Plan

Proposal Overview
Key Presentation Points
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WARDIEH On-The-Go, is a branch of Wardieh Holdings. A series of 
collaboration between Wardieh and several other service providers 
around Beirut.
The addition serves as a plug-in of much needed daily services and 
leisure. In addition to all our regular services related to your vehicles we 
offer :

Stay in Vehicle services
Kiosks such as OMT,OGEROS,ATMs...
Drive thrus such as Mcdonalds, juice bar and Barbar

Parked Vehicle Services
Leisure spaces such as a hookah bars and a nail bar and barber shop
Religious practices such as mousalas and chapels.

The aim is to expand and brand wardieh as a multipurpose destination. 
This will attract more customers and expand the brand.

What is 
WARDIEH On-The-Go?

A Short 
Intro
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The aim of the proposal is to repurpose the Gas Station, 
to rebrand what we know as a transient space.

ON-THE-GO aims to transform the
filling station into a cultural identity. 

ON-THE-GO as a cultural Element

Element found in Al aytam Gas station in Haret Hreik Element repurposed and placed in MarMikhael Element repurposed and placed in Sassine
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Gas station as Cafe



Gas station as 
Nightclub



Gas station as Mousala
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Gas Station as Scaffolding



Gas Station as Pixels



Gas Station as Icon
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WARDIEH X ...............

24/7 services working hours services

Stay in Vehicle

Drive thru

Kiosk Leisure Spaces

Religious Practices

Park Vehicle 

Wardieh x OMT

Wardieh x Liban Post

Wardieh x Newelne

Wardieh x MTC

Wardieh x Exchange Center
Wardieh x Takkoush

Wardieh x Barbar

Wardieh x LOTO/ YA NASIB

Wardieh x ATM

Wardieh x Better from Scratch

Wardieh x Crew Hut
Wardieh x Mcdonalds
Wardieh x Agha
Wardieh x Juice Bar

Wardieh x Pub
Wardieh x Nail Bar

Wardieh x Arguile Cafe

Wardieh x Barber Shop

Wardieh x Mousala

Wardieh x Art Exhebitions
Wardieh x Tattoo Parlour
Wardieh x Fitness zone
Wardieh x Spa
Wardieh x Offices
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North/West Elevation
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Program Section

Bar/Club

Car elevator Parking

Office conference rooms/ Office lounge

Offices  

Gym/Locker space  

Yoga room  

Garden 

Cafe 

Depot/services space for On-the-go 

Filling stations/On-the-go kiosks 
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View of the Garden
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Night Section



The frames of our scaffolding are laid out in a Grid.

The Grid is composed of 3 different space. (w x l x h)

1- 2.5x5x3m for the cars 

(car elevator, car filling station, car wash….)

2- 2x5x3m and 2x2.5x3m grids for the scaffolding 

platforms 

(circulation around the structure)

3- 2.5x2.5x3m for the inner spaces. 

The inner spaces are not confind by the dimension nor 

hight of they grid, they are places according to the clients 

needs.
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Ground Floor Plan

1 2 3

N
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South Elevation
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WARDIEH

North West Elevation
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Program Elevation

Praying Space

Car elevator Parking

Sannabel group offices

Al Sahha hookah bar  

Al Sahha Restaurant  

Garden 

Caffe 

Depot/services space for On-the-go 

Filling stations/On-the-go kiosks 
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Night Elevation
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Structure : Scafolding 

Filling Station Kiosk and Car Elevator Spaces: Customizable boxes Advertising Panels

Circulation : scaffolding platforms Spatial connectors
Garden- Terrace

The Kit acts as base for Wardieh
and its future collaborators to 
customize and shape the 
spaces as they wish.
The structure, spaces , and 
circulation are ever changing 
depending on site and 
program.
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Structure : Scaffolding 

- Easy to assemble/dismantle
- Easy to transport from one site to 

another
- Allows for endless shapes and 

Iterations depending on site.
- Cheap non pretentious 

construction material
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Circulation :

- Scaffolding platforms, 
scaffolding stairs, mechanical 
shafts and elevators are all 
included and embedded in the 
scaffolding structure.

- The stairs and shafts are visible 
on the outer façade and can be 
detached and relocated 
depending on the use.

- The scaffolding platforms 
connect the structure with the 
spatial platforms that form the 
gardens, terraces and landings.



Filling Station kiosk& Car Elevator:

- The kiosk are the essence of our stay in 
service.

- They offer the luxury of multitasking on 
a daily basis, acting like a shelf system. 

- The kiosks house activities that take up 
as much time as your tank fill up.

- If the client would rather stay in, a car 
elevator is at his disposal. 
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Spaces :
Customizable boxes.

- Wardieh would be renting out the 
boxes their collaborators.

- Making profit by the sqm
- The programs and activities are housed 

in the boxes and their sizes depend on 
the needs of the client.

- The boxes are made out of 
polycarbonate microcells that creates a 
soft, naturally diffused light with a wide 
range of possible colors, brightnesses, 
and opacities. 
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Advertising panels:

- A big part of the Gas station culture is 
Advertising, along side the new Wardieh
brand ,Wardieh would be renting out 
these advertising panels by the pixel.
- Similar to the boxes the size of the 
panels and location can be shifted and 
move around the structure.
- They fit right into the scaffolding. 
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